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CONTIKI ECM ECONTRACTING

Contiki ECM eContracting
Professionalize and secure the contract negotiations with your counterparties
Contract negotiations can be frustrating and time consuming, with different documents and several revisions
before settling the final agreement with your counterparts. Contiki ECM eContracting provides online
collaboration that’s accessible by your counterparts during the whole contract lifecycle. You no longer have
to use project room software or handle multiple storage locations during the contract negotiations.

Contiki ECM eContracting is a web portal that enables you to collaborate with your counterparts during
the entire contract‘s lifecycle. The portal let’s you share contract related documents for review, drafting or
finalization of contract documents – while conserving interaction history with discussion threads, version
control and audit trails. You can share any kind of documents such as minutes of meetings, emails, drawings,
official letters etc.
During the drafting phase to the finalization of the negotiations, it is often important to issue feedback and
comments on any changes. The discussion thread feature follows the documents throughout the contract’s
lifecycle and is independent of document versions. Interactive collaboration with your counterparts ensures
good quality and documentation, conserves the history of interaction and communication and makes the
drafting process more efficient.
Variation orders requests (VORs) can be issued by your counterparts through the eContracting portal.
Internal Contiki ECM users will be alerted and find the request ready for handling with cost estimates,
documents and descriptions. You can easily group several requests, and start your negotiations to agree
upon the variation orders. The documentation and comments will automatically be part of the variation
order.

ABOUT EXARI
Exari delivers the most complete Enterprise Contract Lifecycle Management platform, used every day by market-leading
companies to understand all aspects of their contract ecosystem worldwide. With Exari, customers can reduce contract
risk and improve operating efficiency with 100% Contract Certainty™.

